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Countdown to Danger #1:  
Bullet Train Disaster
Jack Heath

$14.00
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760159627 • PAPERBACK  
• FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM • 144 PP • $14.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Sales Points:
• Count down from 30 minutes to 1 as you choose your own adventure from 

30 possible storylines!
• A new adventure series from the publishers of international best-selling 

series Conspiracy 365.
• Book #2: Shockwave coming in May 2016
• Themes: danger, ethics, survival, problem solving, resourcefulness, fear, 

wilderness, snow, betrayal

AUTHOR OF 300 MINUTES OF DANGER, WITH MORE THAN 35,000 COPIES IN PRINT!

QTY
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EMBASSY ROW 

Some secrets are better left unfound. For the past three years, Grace Blakely has 
been desperate to find out the truth about her mother’s murder. She thought it 
would bring her peace. She thought it would lead her to answers. She thought 
she could put the past to rest. But the truth has only made her a target. And the 
past? The only way to put the past to rest is for Grace to kill it once and for all. On 
Embassy Row, power can make you a victor or a victim, love can turn you into a fool 
or a fugitive, and family can lead you forward or bury you deep. Trust is a luxury. 
Death is a very real threat. And a girl like Grace must be very careful about which 
secrets she brings to light.

As certain as Grace is about these facts, nobody else believes her – so there’s no one 
she can completely trust. Not her grandfather, a powerful ambassador. Not her new 
friends, who all live on Embassy Row. Not Alexei, the Russian boy next door who is 
keeping an eye on Grace for reasons she neither likes nor understands.

Embassy Row #2: See How They Run
Ally Carter

$21.00

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153571 • 
HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 208 X 135 MM • 320 PP 
• $21.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Sales Points:
• Second exciting instalment of this series, where the twists gets twistier and the 

turns get even more shocking!
• New York Times best-selling author Ally Carter, best known for her Heist Society 

and Gallagher Girls series, continues her hugely successful Embassy Row series 
with the Scholastic family 

• The Heist Society and Gallagher Girls series have together sold more than  
2 million copies around the world

• Nobody does international intrigue and clever suspense better than Ally Carter
• Expect an unstoppable adventure

QTY
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A new series of global proportions—
from master of intrigue, New York Times 
best-selling author Ally Carter.

For more details follow allycarter.com

Grace Blakely is absolutely certain of three things:
1. She is not crazy.
2. Her mother was murdered.
3. Someday she is going to find the killer and 

make him pay.

Embassy Row #1: All Fall Down
Ally Carter

$18.00

The thing is, nobody else believes her and there’s noone she can trust. Not her grandfather, a powerful 
ambassador. Not her new friends, who all live on Embassy Row. Not Alexei, the Russian boy next door, who 
is keeping his eye on Grace for reasons she neither likes nor understands. Grace’s past has come back to 
haunt her—and if she doesn’t stop it, Grace isn’t the only one who will get hurt. Because on Embassy Row, the 
countries of the world stand like dominoes and one wrong move can make them all fall down. 
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153465 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 208 X 135 MM  
• 320 PP • $18.00 •  JANUARY 2016

QTY
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Now in paperback!

SUPER LEAD TITLE/Embassy Row #2 See How They Run NTIS copy.pdf
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10 Plucky Penguins
Illus Deborah Hinde

Sung by Pio Terei

Translated by Ngaere Roberts

$21.00

Ten plucky penguins act out this funny kids’ version of the popular singalong Ten Green Bottles. Includes 
CD by iconic NZ entertainer Pio Terei.

Sales Points:
• Everyone knows the tune already!
• Great singalong, with lots of actions for kids to perform
• Find the numbers hidden in the illustrations
•  Includes te reo Māori version in book and on CD
• For fans of 10 Kooky Kiwi and 10 Goofy Geckos

SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775433248 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM  
• 32 PP • $21.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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10 Kooky Kiwi
Illus Deborah Hinde

Sung by Pio Terei

Translated by Ngaere Roberts

$21.00

10 Goofy Geckos
Illus Deborah Hinde

Sung by Pio Terei

Translated by Ngaere Roberts

$21.00

SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775431459 • PAPERBACK • 
FICTION • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $21.00 •

SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775433231 • PAPERBACK • 
FICTION • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $21.00 •

QTY
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LEAD TITLE/10 Plucky Penguins_TXT_FINAL copy.pdf
LEAD TITLE/10 Goofy Geckos_TXT_FINAL_low res copy.pdf
LEAD TITLE/Ten Kooky Kiwi_Txt_FINAL copy.pdf
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WATCH OUT! There’s a jam thief about!

Noone likes a jamless jammy doughnut, so imagine Sam’s horror when he discovers that his favourite jammy treat has been SUCKED DRY! 
Join Sam on a marvellous journey to the land where the Jampires live and help him solve the mystery of the missing jam.

Sales Points:
• The jammiest picture book in the world! JAM forever! JAM always and especially jam for Halloween! YIPPEE!
• Rollicking rhythmic text and fabulously funny illustrations from the brilliant creative team that is Sarah McIntyre and David O’Connell
• An anarchic celebration of jam, doughnuts, adventure and friendship
• The perfect book for doughnut lovers everywhere — are your doughnuts safe from the Jampires?
• Morris the Mankiest Monster by Giles Andreae and Sarah McIntyre was the picture book and overall winner of the Sheffield Children’s Book 

Award 2010 

DAVID FICKLING • ISBN 9781910200124 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 265 X 235 MM • 32 PP • $19.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Jampires
Sarah McIntyre 
Illus David O’Connell

$19.00

QTY
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Spirit Animals — Fall of the Beasts #2: 
Broken Ground
Victoria Schwab

$17.00

Something ancient and evil has awoken from beneath the world of Erdas.       
Four young heroes, Conor, Abeke, Meilin and Rollan, are determined to stop it. 
Together with their spirit animals, they embark on a desperate journey that takes 
them deep underground and to the far corners of the world. As friends and allies 
fall around them, the four have no choice but to push forward and confront this 
darkness.

QTY
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Sales Points:
• Book #2 of four Spirit Animals — Fall of the Beasts series
• The brand new, exciting continuation of the New York Times best-selling 

series Spirit Animals
• Supported by an interactive online game — each book reveals new keys 

to unlock rewards.
• Appeals to new and existing fans
• Themes include: coming of age, mythical world, heroic adventure 

quests and true friendships

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781760155391  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 130 MM  
• 192 PP • $17.00 • FEBRUARY 2016
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At the beach! In the street! Nellie Belle has friends to meet! Wouldn’t you like to join her? 
Meet Nellie Belle, a dog who has fun . . . everywhere! Well, mostly.

Sales Points:
• From Australia’s favourite best-selling author Mem Fox 
• Lyrical, rhythmical, rhyming and repetitious, perfect for very young children
• Vibrant and endearing illustrations

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274108  
• HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 229 X 229 MM  
• 32 PP • $21.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY
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new FROM

mem
fox

Nellie Belle
Mem Fox 
Illus Mike Austin 

$21.00

Sales Points:
• The first three Captain Underpants colour reissues have sold more than 260,000 

copies 
• With more than 70 million books in print and a movie slated for 2017, Captain 

Underpants is on a roll again! 
• Reluctant readers continue to learn to love reading with this heavily illustrated 

series 
• Dav Pilkey continues to be one of the best-selling, most popular writers for children
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545871877 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ 
• 208 X 135 MM • 160 PP • $16.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants 
Colour Edition (#4)
Dav Pilkey

$16.00

When the boys’ latest prank drives their science teacher over the edge, their clueless principal, Mr Krupp, 
quickly hires a replacement: Professor Pippy P. Poopypants. Of course, George and Harold can’t resist making 
fun of the Professor’s silly name. But then the Professor retaliates by forcing everyone in town to change their 
own names to be equally silly, with colossal consequences!

LEAD TITLE/Nellie Belle Internals copy.pdf


A photographic, multi-button sound book that helps very young 
children link objects and words. Flaps throughout reveal baby sign 
language for each word. Features the 25 words toddlers under 
2 years should be using—in line with Professor Leslie Rescorla’s 
Language Development Survey.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915045 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • 
AGES 1+ • 235 X 260 MM • 14 PP  
• $20.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Indented letters and numbers encourage children to trace and 
learn their ABCs and 123s. Sliders are used for counting, enabling 
children to count and check the answers. Flaps to lift and touches 
to explore encourage active learning and promote hand-eye 
coordination.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915106  
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 270 X 270 MM • 12 PP  
• $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

An entertaining, interactive ABC book with flaps to lift and textures 
to explore. Charming, rhyming text is perfect for adults and children 
to share. Tactile foam-padded case.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915137 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • 
AGES 1+ • 217 X 217 MM • 24 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

 

 

 

Lift the Flap Look 
Who’s Talking!

$20.00

Trace, Lift and 
Learn ABC 123

$18.00

Touch and Feel ABC

$18.00

QTY
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This interactive sound book is both entertaining and educational, with 
sound buttons that are triggered when flaps are lifted, so that when 
children lift the bulldozer they can listen to the engine’s rumble.

Sales Points:
• Tabs make it easy for children to turn to the page they want to read
• Lively text encourages children to interact with the vehicles and 

promotes language development

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915069 • BOARD BOOK 
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 216 X 216 MM • 14 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Noisy Touch and Lift 
Truck

$18.00

QTY
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This interactive sound book is both entertaining and educational, with 
sound buttons hidden in touches so that children tickle the sheep’s 
woolly coat to hear it baa, or look behind the hay bale flap to hear the 
rooster crow.

Sales Points:
• Triggering the sounds helps to develop hand-eye coordination
•  Lively text encourages children to interact with the animals and 

promotes language development

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915083 •  BOARD BOOK 
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 216 X 216 MM • 14 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Noisy Touch and Lift 
Farm

$18.00

QTY
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A beautiful, photographic book to help children link words and pictures 
and improve their vocabulary. Visual surprises and extra words under 
the sturdy flaps encourage children to lift and learn. Tactile foam-
padded case.

Sales Points:
• Stimulates language development
• Sounding out words develops children’s awareness of letter sounds 
• Promotes hand-eye coordination by manipulating the flaps

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915113 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • 
AGES 3+ • 270 X 270 MM • 14 PP • $14.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Lift the Flap 
First 100 Words

$14.00

QTY
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These 26 giant flashcards teach children the alphabet by targeting 
key first words and providing letter-writing practice.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915373 • CARDS  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 1+ • 178 X 127 MM • $6.00

Flashcards ABC

$6.00

Sticker and writing activities to give children the best possible start at 
school. Reinforce a wide range of early learning topics, including letters, 
numbers, first concepts, sequencing and matching. Comes with 1000 
stickers. The shaped handle makes it easy to carry the workbook around.

Sales Points:
• Promotes writing skills in forming letters and numbers
• Stimulates language development with sounding out each letter
• Encourages reading skills by sounding out words

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915397 • PAPERBACK  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 3+ • 280 X 217 MM • 104 PP • $14.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Early Learning Sticker 
Workbook

$14.00

QTY
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These flashcards teach children to count. They target numbers 1–20 
and provide practice in writing numbers.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915380 • CARDS  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 1+ • 178 X 128 MM • $6.00

Flashcards 123

$6.00

QTY
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Packed with tactile areas for young children to touch and explore. 
Combination of photography and illustrations makes learning about 
animals fun for children. The small, padded format is perfect for 
young hands to hold.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915168  
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 133 X 133 MM • 14 PP • 
$10.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Packed with tactile experiences for young children, this book 
combines photography and illustration to make learning about 
animals fun for children. The small, padded format is perfect for 
young hands to hold.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915151 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • 
AGES 1+ • 133 X 133 MM • 14 PP • $10.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Touch and Feel Farm

$10.00

Touch and Feel Baby 
Animals

$10.00

QTY
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This wipe-clean board book allows children to practise writing their 
letters and numbers. A wipe-clean pen is provided and clips into the 
book. Each letter has words for children to trace, helping to develop 
their awareness of letter sounds.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915359  
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 216 X 235 MM • 28 PP  
• $12.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Write and Wipe ABC 
123

$12.00

QTY
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Wipe-Clean Workbook 
Grade 1

$18.00

QTY
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Wipe Clean Workbook - Grade 1 is a colourful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early learning. 
This Grade 1 book focuses on tracing and copying words, letter sounds, letters together, simple addition and 
subtraction, number bonds, number stories, digital time.

Sales Points:
• Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics
• A wipe-clean pen is provided
• The wirebound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can 

practise until they have really mastered a topic.

 SCHOLASTIC• ISBN 9780545915328 • BOARD BOOK  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 3+ • 290 X 200 MM • 60 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Wipe-Clean Workbook 
Kindergarten

$18.00

QTY
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Wipe Clean Workbook - Kindergarten is a colourful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early 
learning. This Kindergarten book focuses on writing letters, letter sounds (at the beginning, middle and end 
of words), letter sequence, rhyming, matching words, writing numbers, counting, odds and evens, ordinals, 
sequencing shapes, volume, sorting and time.

Sales Points:
• Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics
• A wipe-clean pen is provided
• The wirebound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can 

practise until they have really mastered a topic.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915311 • BOARD BOOK  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 3+ • 290 X 200 MM • 60 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Wipe-Clean Workbook 
Pre-Kindergarten

$18.00

QTY
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Wipe Clean Workbook - Pre Kindergarten is a colourful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early 
learning. This Pre-K book focuses on writing letters and the sounds they make, writing numbers, sequencing, 
colours, shapes, and opposites.

Sales Points:
• Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics
• A wipe-clean pen is provided
• The wirebound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to wipe clean so that children can 

practise until they have really mastered a topic.

 SCHOLASTIC • ISBN 9780545915175 • BOARD BOOK 
• ACTIVITY • AGES 3+ • 290 X 200 MM • 60 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016
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The Lion Sleeps Tonight
Luigi Creatore, Solomon Linda, Hugo Peretti & George David Weiss 
Illus Shane Devries 
Performed by Jay Laga’aia

$15.00

In the jungle the mighty jungle,  
The lion sleeps tonight.  
Hush my darling, don’t fear my darling,  
The lion sleeps tonight . . . 

Sales Points:
• A NEW board-book edition of the best-loved song 
• Includes CD recording by popular children’s entertainer Jay Laga’aia
• A perfect gift for young children
• Themes: jungle animals, music and singing

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153618 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+  
• 180 X 202 MM • 22 PP • $15.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Board book with CD

QTY
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PICTURE BOOK

My First Day at School
Rosie Smith 
Illus Bruce Whatley

$21.00

On my first day, I will meet new friends and learn new things . . . What about you? Whether big or small, 
feathered or furry, the first day of school can be a lot of fun!

Sales Points:
• A gorgeous new book from much-loved picture book team, Bruce Whatley and Rosie Smith
• Great book to encourage new school-goers — whether starting day care, preschool or primary 

school
• Funny illustrations paired with simple text

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781743622964 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $21.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY
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From the creators 
of My Dad’s the 
Coolest and My 
Mum’s the Best!

The Little Blue Duck
Chris Gurney

Illus Steve Mahardhika

$12.00

Browsing through her recipe book, the Little Blue Duck decides to make that great kiwi classic, a pavlova! 
But Tui, Kea and Weta are no help at all, leaving Little Blue Duck to do all the work … so when the time 
comes to eat the pavlova, there’s no prizes for guessing who is not allowed any!

Sales Points
• Kiwi retelling of The Little Red Hen
• New in paperback
• Well-known and loved NZ series

SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775433934• PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $12.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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PICTURE BOOK/Lion Sleeps Tonight BB Internals (2) copy.PDF
PICTURE BOOK/My First Day At School_INT_LR copy.pdf
PICTURE BOOK/Little Blue Duck_prf2 copy.pdf


 

 

Astro the Robot Dog
Claire Freedman 
Illus Russell Julian

$19.00

Meet Astro, the robot dog with a big heart, in this brand new picture book. When Astro is sent from Planet 
Xog on a journey through outer space, not only does he find out what life is like on Earth, he also discovers 
the true meaning of friendship. From the creators of the best-selling George’s Dragon series comes an  
out-of-this-world adventure that will melt hearts across the galaxy.

Sales Points:
• Robot Dog, Astro, discovers the true meaning of friendship in this intergalactic tale with a big heart 
• Rhyming text by Claire Freedman, author of Aliens Love Underpants
• Features favourite themes of space travel, robots and dogs!

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407152677 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 275 X 250 MM  
• 32 PP • $19.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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Waddle! Waddle!
James Proimos

$25.00

What’s a penguin to do when he can’t find his new friend? Yesterday he made a friend who was an absolutely 
amazing dancer but now he can’t find him anywhere! Waddle along with this hopeful penguin as his search 
for his new friend takes him on some zany adventures — and ultimately to an unexpected and heart-warming 
conclusion. A charming story about friendship, featuring adorable penguins!

Sales Points:
• This is a hilarious and ultimately touching story about loving your friends — and yourself
• Short and funny, with lots of ‘waddle’ noises, this is a perfect read-aloud
• Talented author/illustrator James Proimos brings his talents to this follow-up to Swim! Swim!
• James’ latest picture book, Suzanne Collins’s Year of the Jungle, received four-starred reviews
• The New York Times Book Review praised his illustrations as ‘excellent’

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545418461 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 272 X 210 MM  
• 32 PP • $25.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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PICTURE BOOK

The Pocket Dogs and the Lost Kitten
Margaret Wild 
Illus Stephen Michael King

$26.00

Biff and Buff love riding in the pockets of Mr Pockets’ very big coat. They love to have Mr Pockets all to 
themselves, but when a little lost kitten needs a home they might have to learn about sharing.

Sales Points:
• Sequel to the much-loved and best-selling picture books The Pocket Dogs and The Pocket Dogs Go on 

Holiday
• Classic picture-book story by award-winning author
• Exquisite illustrations by Stephen Michael King
• A heart-warming story about love and sharing

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742991054 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 280 X 210 MM • 32 PP • 
$26.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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Curious kids will magnify the fun as they lift up the pages to 
discover that something has changed and it’s time to solve a 
brand-new riddle. All of Walter Wick’s beautiful photographs 
include the character Seymour (from the Can You See What I 
See? series) and introduce Seymour’s new dog, Buttons. Join 
Seymour and Buttons on their search-and-find adventure.

Sales Points:
• An exciting, new, page-turning, fold-out, search-and-find 

adventure from Walter Wick 
• Jacketed hardcover with oversized photography
• Perfect for gift tables, museum shops and specialty outlets 
• The I Spy series has more than 49 million books in print

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545502160 • HARDBACK 
• PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 298 X 248 MM • 32 PP • $25.00 • 
JANUARY 2016

QTY
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The Crocodolly
Martin McKenna

$19.00

QTY
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Hey, Seymour! 
A Search & Find 
Fold-Out Adventure
Walter Wick 

$25.00

Adelaide doesn’t have an ordinary dolly — she has a very special 
dolly, a crocodolly. Everyone had better look out when they go 
to play!

Sales Points:
• From international fantasy author and illustrator of Fabled 

Lands and Fighting Fantasy series
• A brilliant follow-up to The Octopuppy
• Funny, offbeat story that kids will love

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742991085 • PAPERBACK • 
PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 270 X 245 MM  
• 32 PP • $19.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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Space Alien at 
Planet Dad
Lucinda Gifford 

$19.00

One Saturday, Jake arrives at Planet Dad to find a SPACE ALIEN there! 
He needs his best INVADER BLASTER and ALIEN REPELLING SUIT. But 
the space alien won’t go away. What will Jake do?

Sales Points:
• A funny and touching story about a young boy who deals with an 

‘alien’ in his space, in his own way
• Uniquely child-centred perspective
• Eye-catching pull-out words and vibrant illustrations, create a highly 

appealing book
• Storytelling at its best
• Themes: family, humour, space, aliens and imagination

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153687 • PAPERBACK • 
PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $19.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Are You The Pirate 
Captain?
Gareth Jones 
Illus Garry Parsons

$18.00

First mate Hugh has got the whole crew and the pirate ship ready, but 
they can’t set sail until they find a captain. Come on this salty adventure 
as Hugh and his scurvy seadogs try to find the perfect pirate for the job. 
Rather than a peg leg or a hook, it turns out what their captain needs is 
the brains to lead!

Sales Points:
• Have you got what it takes to be the pirate captain? Find out in this 

side-splittingly scurvy mystery from a multi-award-winning duo!
• A jaunty rhyming tale with gigglesome visuals

KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781742761749 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 
3+ • 240 X 280 MM • 32 PP • $18.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY
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PICTURE BOOK/Crocodolly Internals copy.pdf
PICTURE BOOK/Are you the Pirate Captain Internals copy.pdf
PICTURE BOOK/Space Alien At Planet Dad Internals copy.pdf
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Ella Diaries #6: Pony School Showdown
Meredith Costain 
Illus Danielle McDonald

$14.00

Ella decides to join Zoe at Pony School for the holidays and when meanie Peach 
Parker turns up, they fear it will be the WORST idea EVER! But the tables turn 
when Peach is knocked off her perch by posh girls Letitia and Lavinia. Will Ella’s 
love of horses be ruined by the new SNOBS in town? And most confusing of all . . . 
is Ella starting to feel sorry for Peach?

Sales Points:
• Tom Gates meets Dork Diaries for young girls
• Ella Diaries has over 75,000 copies in print
• A popular Australian series that girls LOVE 
• Complete with vivid blue illustrations
• Made especially for fans of all things friendship and fun!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760157166 • PAPERBACK  
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 150 MM • 144 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY
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Ella and Olivia #16: Netball Fever
Yvette Poshoglian 
Illus Danielle McDonald

$10.00

Ella’s netball team is playing in the grand final! But can Olivia 
help her big sister and the team when they need it most?

Sales Points:
• A fun new story in this popular Australian series! 
• Lots of sporty action of the sisters’ netball grand final. 
• More than 400,000 books sold in the Ella and Olivia 

series. 
• Perfectly pitched to the 5+ reader with large font and lots 

of sweet illustrations. 
• Find out more at www.ellaandolivia.com.au

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760157197  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 5+ • 198 X 128 MM  
• 64 PP • $10.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy157197z
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EJ Spy School #9: Birthday Secrets!
Susannah McFarlane

$10.00

Join Emma Jacks, 8, at Spy School. Agents have to learn to keep 
secrets. Sometimes birthday secrets are the hardest ones to 
keep . . .

Sales Points:
• Over 50,000 EJ Spy School books sold! 
• EJ Spy School website ejspyschool.com offers first chapters, 

game and more!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781925206005  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 5+ • 198 X 128 MM  
• 48 PP • $10.00 • JANUARY 2015

Also Available:

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy206005z

Pine Valley Ponies #1: The Forbidden Trail
Kate Welshman 
Illus Heath McKenzie

$10.00

Maddy and her pony Snowy are excited about starting riding lessons at Pine Valley Ranch. But why is the old 
riding trail to the ranch forbidden? Maddy might not have fancy jodhpurs and boots yet, but with friends like  
Iris Digby, riding is sure going to be fun!

Sales Points:
• The first book in a delightful new series for pony lovers big and small
• Simple, easy-to-read chapter-book format for independent readers
• Fun and quirky illustrations by Heath McKenzie
• Eye-catching foil cover
• Readers will fall in love with Maddy and her pony, Snowy, as they learn about the challenges of horse riding

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781743624302 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 198 X 128 MM  
• 96 PP • $10.00 • JANUARY 2016

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy624302z
Pine Valley Ponies #2: The Runaway Foal
Kate Welshman 
Illus Heath McKenzie

$10.00

It’s autumn at Pine Valley Ranch and Maddy and Snowy are both wearing warm woolly coats! It’s also time for 
the young foals to move to the new paddock, away from their mums. But little foal Sunny isn’t ready to leave 
yet. Can Maddy, Iris and Snowy catch the runaway foal in time?

Sales Points:
• The second book in a delightful new series for pony lovers big and small
• Fun and quirky illustrations by Heath McKenzie
• Eye-catching foil cover

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781743624319 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 198 X 128 MM  
• 96 PP • $10.00  • JANUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy624319z

EJ Spy School #1: The Test 
ISBN: 9781921931529

EJ Spy School #2: The Race 
ISBN: 9781921931536

EJ Spy School #3: Secret Spy 
ISBN: 9781921931628

EJ Spy School #4: Puppy Alert 
ISBN: 9781921931635

EJ Spy School #5: Deep Water 
ISBN: 9781921931642

EJ Spy School #6: Hide and Peek 
ISBN: 9781921931659

EJ Spy School #7: Speedy Spy 
ISBN: 9781921931987

EJ Spy School #8: Lights Out! 
ISBN: 9781921931994

FICTION/Pine Valley Ponies 1 The Forbidden Trail AI copy.pdf
FICTION/Pine Valley Ponies 2 The Runaway Foal AI copy.pdf
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Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #9: Get the Scoop, Geronimo!
Geronimo Stilton

$14.00

Geronimo Stiltonoot and The Stone Gazette are in the running for the Stone Age Ratitzer: the award for the 
best prehistoric journalism! But their main competition is Sally Rockmousen, the ruthless host of Gossip 
Radio — and she’ll stop at nothing to win. Can Geronimo sniff out a scoop in time to defeat her?

Sales Points:
• Fans of Geronimo Stilton will love this hilarious spin-off series set in the Stone Age 
• Cavemice stories are funny, action-packed and full of familiar characters
• The response to Geronimo Stilton Cavemice has been extremely positive: strong sales and great reviews!

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545835503 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 193 X 132 MM  
• 128 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

 

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy835503z
Thea Stilton #22: Thea Stilton and the Tropical Treasure
Thea Stilton

$14.00

While the Thea Sisters are on a tropical vacation in the Bahamas, they stumble upon an old pirate map. 
It’s related to a local legend. Could it lead to treasure? The five mice venture onto the sparkling Caribbean 
Sea to follow the map. . . but someone else is trying to find the treasure first. It’s a dazzling adventure!

Sales Points:
• Holey cheese! There are more than 32 million Geronimo Stilton books in print in the U.S. alone
• Thea books offer eye-catching foil and lots of great info about the foreign lands the mice visit

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545835527 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 192 X 132 MM  
• 176 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

 

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy835527z
Geronimo Stilton The Race Against Time: 
The Third Journey Through Time
Geronimo Stilton

$21.00

I, Geronimo Stilton, was so excited to travel on my third journey through time! Professor Paws von Volt had 
invented a portal to take my family and me to the past. On this trip, we visited the Ice Age, ancient Greece and 
the Renaissance. I encountered woolly mammoths and enormouse bears, wrote and starred in a play, and even 
helped put a bad guy in prison! But then the portal started malfunctioning — could we get back to the present day, 
or would we get lost in time? It was an amazing adventure! 

Sales Points:
• Geronimo’s journey to three historical periods in the story makes this a great curriculum tie-in
• Also includes great nonfiction facts and activities to engage readers even more throughout!

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545872416 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 140 MM  
• 320 PP • $21.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy872416z



SUPER LEAD TITLES

Trouble at Home
Cate Whittle 
Illus Kim Gamble

$12.00

Ages and ages ago — about two weeks since next Thursday — a giant green dragon 
stole my baby brother, Godfrey. Well, okay, the giant green dragon actually stole 
the house. I saw it all happen. The only clues are potato chips and sarsaparilla drink. 

Can Georgia solve the mystery of the missing family home?

Sales Points:
• First in a series about Georgia and a troublesome dragon, by a talented  

new author
• Family story with an unexpected twist
• Illustrated with humour and magic by Kim Gamble
• Perfect for developing reader confidence

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742990767 • PAPERBACK • FICTION  
• AGES 7+ • 198 X 128 MM • 96 PP • $12.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy990767z

FICTION

Keeper of the Crystals: Eve and the Last Dragon
Jess Black 
Illus Celeste Hulme

$16.00

Eve turns up unannounced at her Nan’s house with Oscar in tow. It’s time to open the wooden box. The one 
her Nan had warned them was far too dangerous to go near. A crystal dragon figurine thrusts Oscar and Eve 
into a medieval world of dragon slayers, fire-breathing dragons, castles and moats. It’s a world at war.  
Can Eve and Oscar befriend these creatures and help save them from extinction?

Sales Points:
• Will appeal to girls who like a strong and funny female lead as well as stories filled with action, adventure 

and a hint of myth and fantasy
• Supported by a website with fun activities keeperofthecrystals.com.au
• Themes: environment, friendship, loyalty, trust, resilience and animal welfare

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059465 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+  
• 198 X 130 MM • 80 PP • $16.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059465z
 

From the illustrator of Tashi

16 TRADE PARADE JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016



The second book featuring the mischievous Monkey, who has arrived 
in the Woods determined to take over, and Bunny, who is here to 
stop him. With a cast of hilarious characters, more extraordinary 
inventions than you can shake a monkey wrench at, and more 
laughter than ever before — this is Bunny vs Monkey: Book Two!

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200476  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 250 X 177 MM • 64 PP • $17.00 
• FEBRUARY 2016

Bunny vs Monkey: 
Book One
Jamie Smart

$17.00

Sales Points:
• Beautifully punchy artwork that children love
• A hilarious new take on team goody vs team baddy
• Two seasons of forest fun and adventure from The Phoenix comic
• Loveable and funny characters
• Appeals to young readers of all ages (core boys and girls 6–12)

The British Space Agency has sent a monkey into space. But all does 
not go well with the flight and Monkey’s spaceship only just clears the 
first hilltop before crash-landing in a peaceful forest. Thinking he is on a 
new planet, Monkey decides to claim it for his own. But the other forest 
creatures have something to say about that. Namely one - ‘Bunny’!

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200070  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 250 X 177 MM • 64 PP • $17.00 • 
FEBRUARY 2016

Bunny vs Monkey: 
Book Two
Jamie Smart

$17.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200070z

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200476z

Lisa Williamson

$18.00

David is funny and quirky and has always felt different from other people. He also has a huge 
secret that only his two best friends know: ever since he can remember, he has felt like a girl 
trapped in the body of a boy. 

Leo is missing his absent dad and is having a ‘fresh start’ at the posh Eden Park high school after 
being expelled from the toughest school in the area. He’s tough and defensive, the complete 
opposite of David but events conspire to put them together, and the two boys find they have 
more in common than they could ever have imagined. 

Sales Point:
• David Levithan meets Holly Smale in this unputdownable, warm, moving novel that celebrates 

being different in all its colourful forms
• A sensational, heart-warming and life-affirming debut filled with witty, charming characters
• Reminicent of the Hilary Swank movie Boys Don’t Cry, and will be loved by fans of Will Grayson, 

Will Grayson by John Green and David Levithan

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200520 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 15+  
• 208 X 135 MM • 369 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Staff pick!

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200520z

The Art of Being Normal

“A life-changing and life-saving book” —Philip Pullman

BEST-SELLING DEBUT NOVEL in the UK for 2015
The debut novel from an outstanding new voice in YA fiction, that 
is not only immensely readable and compelling but also deals with 
a very current issue — transgender teens.

17TRADE PARADE JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016

FICTION/Bunny vs Monkey Book 1 Interiors copy.pdf


FICTION

Tombquest #4: The Stone Warriors
Michael Northrop

$16.00

Alex and Ren’s hunt for the Lost Spells takes them on a twisting and magical path, through false doors and 
deep into underground tombs where they discover that The Order is planning something bigger than they’d 
ever anticipated.

Sales Points:
• The exciting continuation of the New York Times best-selling series, from the team that brought you  

The 39 Clues and Spirit Animals
• A thrilling adventure rich in Egyptian mythology and magic
• Reluctant readers will enjoy the fast-paced story and the accompanying interactive computer game
• The main characters, Alex and Ren, are like pre-teen Indiana Jones and Lara Croft

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760150402 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 135 MM  
• 208 PP • $16.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy150402z

 

 

Running Girl
Simon Mason

$21.00

Meet Garvie Smith. Highest IQ ever recorded at Marsh Academy. Lowest ever grades. What’s the point, 
anyway? Life sucks. Nothing ever happens. Until Chloe Dow’s body is pulled from a pond. Detective 
Inspector Singh is already on the case. Ambitious, uptight, methodical — he’s determined to solve the  
mystery and get promoted. He doesn’t need any ‘assistance’ from notorious slacker, Smith. Or does he?

Sales Points:
• Shortlisted for the Costa Children’s Fiction Prize 2015
• The first book in a fantastic new YA crime series starring the unconventionally brilliant teen sleuth 

Garvie Smith
• A tautly written, pacy mystery that keeps readers glued to the edge of their seats

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200674 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 13+  
• 198 X 129 MM • 328 PP • $21.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200674z

Horses of Dawn #2: Star Rise
Kathryn Lasky

$12.00

For the filly Estrella, nothing is more precious than freedom. She was born at sea, chattel to men sailing to 
the New World in search of gold. Estrella and her herd escaped the conquerors and embarked on a journey 
across thousands of miles. But now, an unforeseen danger threatens to destroy the pack. A boy with a special 
gift is lost in the wilderness, and only the horses can keep him alive. To save the boy, the herd will have to 
abandon their quest, and risk galloping straight back into the hands - and harnesses - of their captors.

Sales Points:
• Book two of bestselling author Kathryn Lasky’s brand-new animal fantasy series
• Kathryn Lasky is the Newbery Honor-winning author of over one hundred books for children and young 

adults
• Great for readers who love animal series

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545397315 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 194 X 134 MM  
• 208 PP • $12.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHS0545y397315z
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FICTION

Matty’s Comeback
Anita Heiss

$10.00

Matty loves footy. He’s South Sydney’s number one fan and the star scorer in his own local team. He knows he can 
help his team to the semifinals and beyond. But things don’t go to plan, and now it seems Matty won’t be able to help 
his team to victory after all. But help can come from surprising places, and people.

Sales Points:
• Funny, fresh, fantastic new fiction from award-winning author, Anita Heiss
• Heart-warming story of family, friends and football
• Part of Scholastic’s programme of diversity in literature, featuring indigenous creators and characters in 

contemporary Australian stories

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760152031 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM • 68 PP • 
$10.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy152031z

 

QTY

ª|xHSKENJy377096z

Ricky Ricotta’s Mighty Robot vs the Naughty Night Crawlers from 
Neptune (#8)
Dav Pilkey 
Illus Dan Santat

$10.00

Having a Mighty Robot as a best friend is great, but it’s even greater when he can help you build a fort. After 
some pounding, some banging and some laser-eye welding, Ricky and his Mighty Robot build the coolest fort 
ever! When Ricky’s cousin Lucy shows up, however, she renames the fort a ‘castle’ and says it needs curtains. 
But these are the least of Ricky’s worries . . . Nimrod Night Crawler has created a wormhole so he can send 
his army of evil Night Crawlers to help him take over the world, and Ricky’s Robot is trapped in a deep pit. 
Without his Mighty Robot, it’s up to Ricky and an unlikely hero to put a stop to this nightmare from Neptune!

Sales Points:
• In addition to full-colour illustrations throughout, this book features mini comics and Flip-O-Rama 
• Dav Pilkey plans to write more out-of-this-world adventures for Ricky and his Robot

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780439377096 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 4+ • 194 X 134 MM  
• 128 PP • $10.00 • JANUARY 2016

 

The Yeti Files: Monsters on the Run
Kevin Sherry

$14.00

Everyone thinks the Loch Ness monster is one of a kind. But that just means Nessie’s lonely. And only yeti 
Blizz Richards and his team of cryptozoologists can help her find a friend just like her. With a little help from 
a time-travelling leprechaun, the gang travels back 65 million years to the age of dinosaurs to begin the 
search.

Sales Points:
• Blizz Richards and his band of wacky cryptids are back for another illustrated adventure
• This fast-paced and funny tale is told in comics-style panels and labelled black-and-white illustrations
• Good for readers beginning to move into chapter books

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545556194 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 140 MM • 128 PP • 
$14.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHS0545y556194z
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NONFICTION

Freak Street: Meet the Spysons
Knife & Packer

$14.00

The Spysons are just your average, everyday family . . . Yes, they live in a top-secret ‘mission control’ bunker. 
Yes, their car is a classic spy model and can drive all by itself. Yes, they have a pet chameleon that’s always in 
disguise. Yes, they’re on a stake out in the middle of the night. Yes, their family motto is ‘A Spyson is always 
suspicious’. But that’s nothing out of the ordinary, right? Welcome to Freak Street, a street like any other . . . 
until you take a closer look!

Sales Points:
• A brand-new Freak Street family from the series that has sold over 270,000 copies 
• By the creators of children’s TV series Fleabag Monkeyface
• Cover features eye-catching silver foil 
• The loveable families of Freak Street, their unusual pets and peculiar antics are a proven hit with fans
• Full-colour illustrations and humorous stories are perfect for reluctant readers

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760156565 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 135 MM  
• 96 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy156565z

Introduces children who are beginning to read alone to these 
wonderful primates. It includes facts about habitat, families and 
behaviour. Children can discover how baby chimps grow up, learn to 
use tools, and how similar they are to us.

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS PLC • ISBN 9780753439104  
• PAPERBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 5+ • 229 X 151 MM • 32 PP  
• $9.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439104z
Introduces beginner readers to a variety of seals from the largest 
to the smallest and their different habitats. It includes facts about 
swimming and diet, and explains how a seal pup starts life, and  
grows to adulthood.

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS PLC • ISBN 9780753439098  
• PAPERBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 5+ • 229 X 151 MM • 32 PP  
• $9.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439098z

Sales Point:
• Kingfisher brings its expertise in beautifully designed, trusted nonfiction to the sphere of learning to read
• These readers are sure to fire the imagination of young readers with their exciting topics, and easy-to-follow designs
• Will guide young readers to build confidence and fluency in their literacy skills and progress towards reading alone

Kingfisher Readers: 
Seals Level 1
Thea Feldman

$9.00

Kingfisher Readers: 
Chimpanzees Level 2
Claire Llewellyn

$9.00

FICTION

FICTION/Freak Street Meet the Spysons Internals not final copy.pdf
NON FICTION/Kingfisher Readers Chimpanzees AI copy.pdf
NON FICTION/Kingfisher Readers Seals copy.pdf


ACTIVITY

Full of absolutely brilliant games, quizzes, puzzles, things to make, do and doodle!

Sales Points:
• A must-have for all fans of the Tom Gates books 
• Packed with drawing guides, fun games, brilliant puzzles and perfect pranks — loads to read, make and 

do 
• Contains 64 jam-packed, full-colour pages

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274405 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 9+ • 290 X 220 MM • 
64 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274405z

Now in paperback

More than  
600,000 copies in 
print across the 

series!

NONFICTION

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy163987z

Horrible Histories: Top 50 Villains
Terry Deary 
Illus Martin Brown

$21.00

Packed full of foul facts and loathsome lists all about vile villains. From gangs of gangsters to maniacs who 
massacre, meet the biggest baddies in history and discover how they tortured and terrified their way to the top. 
It’s all you need to know about villains — all the gore and more!

Sales Points:
• The perfect book for anyone who likes their history a little more gory
• Filled with hilarious illustrations by Martin Brown
• Horrible Histories continues to go global with sell-out stage shows at the Sydney Opera House and a Pirates 

exhibition at the Australian National Maritime Museum

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407163987 • PAPERBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 129 MM • 96 PP • 

$21.00 • JANUARY 2016

 

Full of the roughest and toughest things on the planet — animals, bugs, plants and materials so hard, so resilient, 
and sometimes just so darn difficult to kill, that we’ve dubbed them ‘the Indestructibles’! Look inside to discover 
rampaging plants that can take over your house in a week, insects with shells so tough you need a drill to get 
through them, jellyfish that never die, shrimps with military-grade body armour, giant birds that can kick down a 
door, and a fish so tough that it eats piranhas for breakfast.

Sales Points:
• 112 pages of the world’s most indestructible things
• The next instalment in the 100 Most series
• Fascinating facts and full-colour photographs on every page

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760273705 • PAPERBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 8+ • 233 X 132 MM • 112 
PP • $16.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy273705z

100 Most Indestructible 
Things on the Planet
Anna Claybourne

$16.00

Tom Gates Absolutely 
Brilliant Big Book of Fun 
Stuff
Liz Pichon

$14.00

21TRADE PARADE JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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ACTIVITY

 

Regular Show Big Summer Vacation Activity Book

$14.00

Grab a deck chair, pour a tall glass of lemonade, and get ready for awesome summer activities with Mordecai 
and Rigby. Includes awesome Regular Show stickers!

Sales Points:
• Airs prime time weekdays and weekends on GO! 
• Shown over 150 times a month on the Cartoon Network
• Mass retail support in softlines
• Packed with summer-themed games, puzzles and activities

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760155568 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 7+ • 276 X 216 MM •    
64 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy155568z
LICENSED PRODUCT

Hot Wheels: Wild & Wacky Racers

$18.00

From dragons on wheels to bottle-shaped cars and souped-up engines, these wild and wacky racers are one 
of a kind. Get the lowdown on the craziest creatures and stylised cars to hit the racetrack! 

Sales Points:
• Over 150 stats and facts on outrageous cars
• Each section features big, bold images paired with facts about the most intense cars in the Hot Wheels 

line-up
• Number one vehicle property in over 100 countries — six million cars produced per week and two cars sold 

every second

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545912969 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 5+ • 229 X 159 MM  
• 96 PP • $18.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy912969z

Klutz: Gotcha Gadgets

$31.00

This set of customisable gizmos includes a book of games, pranks, and jokes that make the most of them. 
The 16 different sound-and-gizmo combinations offer limitless opportunities for immature humour. Follow 
simple instructions to wire a door alarm, motion sensor, light sensor, or push-button device; then program it 
with one of four funny sounds.

Sales Points:
• The perfect book for anyone who likes to create wonderful things and have fun
• 16 gadget and sound combinations
• Teaches children the basics of electronics while playing tricks on family and friends
• Putting science and electronics in the service of immaturity

KLUTZ INC• ISBN 9780545449335 • NOVELTY BOOK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 239 X 236 MM • 32 PP • 

$31.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSK545y449335z



Official LEGO Star Wars Annual

$16.00

Packed with puzzles, activities and fascinating facts about your favourite Star Wars characters!

Sales Points:
• Mazes, crosswords, counting games and many more activities to keep kids entertained for hours
• LEGO products experienced unprecedented double-digit sales growth in the last year, fuelled by the 

success of The LEGO Movie products
• Supported by LEGO lines such as LEGO City, which continue to deliver very strong growth globally
• Both LEGO and Star Wars offer worldwide brand recognition
• The Force Awakens is locked in for December 2015 release and the excitement around this new 

blockbuster will only continue to build

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760158927 • HARDBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 285 X 216 MM  
• 64 PP • $16.00 • JANUARY 2016QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy158927z

The Force Awakens
in cinemas 17 December

© & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization

Star Wars Mania

$14.00

Let’s make Yoda soda! Or maybe light sabre party favours! Star Wars Mania shows fans of all ages how to 
turn ordinary objects into amazing intergalactic creations. This amazing book is filled with craft projects, 
trivia, experiments, part ideas, recipes and more. Packed with fascinating fun, Star Wars Mania is sure to 
make a Star Wars maniac our of you!

Sales Points:
• Offers hours of creative fun for boys and girls of all ages 
• Part craft book, part activity book, with over 40 projects to make
• Supported by LEGO lines such as LEGO City, which continue to deliver very strong growth globally
• Star Wars offers worldwide brand recognition
• The Force Awakens is locked in for December 2015 release and the excitement around this new 

blockbuster will only continue to build

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760159610 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 6+ • 253 X 205 MM  
• 72 PP • $14.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY

ª|xHSLH60y159610z
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Steve Rogers spends his days trying to catch up to modern times, 
which isn’t easy when you’ve been buried in ice for 70 years. When 
S.H.I.E.L.D. learns HYDRA agents are on the rise, Nick Fury calls on 
Steve to suit up as Captain America and put an end to HYDRA’s 
evil plans. But even with the help of his friends Sam and Natasha, 
aka Falcon and Black Widow, Cap may not be able to stop HYDRA’s 
newest initiative: the Tomorrow Army!

Sales Points:
• Featuring the heroic adventure of Captain America 
• Chapter book format encourages reluctant readers
• Full of action-packed comic-book style art
• Marvel heroes have a long-established legacy with kids 

worldwide, ranking in the Top 10 favourites among boys  
aged 3–14 years

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760157562  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 194 X 130 MM • 128 PP • 
$10.00 • JANUARY 2016 

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy157562z
Pop out the masks and join the Marvel Super Heroes in their fight to 
defend the world!

Sales Points:
• Contains 8 full-colour perforated masks with elastic straps 
• Featuring characters from the 3D live-action Marvel films: 

Avengers Age of Ultron (2015), Ant-Man (2015), Captain America: 
Civil War (2016) and more 

• Marvel heroes are Top 10 favourites among boys aged 3–14 
years

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153472  
• PAPERBACK • NOVELTY • AGES 5+ • 275 X 207 MM  
• 16 PP • $9.00 • JANUARY 2016

QTY
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Captain America:  
The Tomorrow Army

$10.00

Marvel Super 
Heroes Mask Book

$9.00

LICENSED PRODUCT

It’s more laughs, Minion-style, as the loveable henchmen return to 
wreak havoc as only they know how. For everyone who has ever 
wondered just what goes on in a day in the life of a Minion, now’s 
the time for the despicable truth to be revealed. While the Minions 
spend their days hatching their nefarious plans to wreak havoc on 
the world, it’s not all work, work, work — after all, even henchmen 
need to have a little fun sometimes.

TITAN PUBLISHING GROUP  
• ISBN 9781782765554 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 5+ •        
228 X 152 MM • 48 PP • $12.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

Kevin, Stuart, Bob and the rest of the Minion tribe are enjoying 
a snow day. They’re digging holes, building igloos and making 
snowmen . . . make that snow-Minions! But when a giant bear 
comes along, will he ruin their day?
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274641 • 
PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 280 X 216 MM • 32 PP • 
$10.00 • FEBRUARY 2016

QTY
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Sales Points:
• Minions film released in June 2015 grossed over $850 million worldwide
• Incredible social media presence—Minion Rush app has over 400 million downloads

Minions: 
Evil Panic

$12.00

Minions: 
Snow 
Day

$10.00



HOW TO ORDER

DELIVERY INFORMATION

STORE NAME:   

SUBURB: 

STATE:                      

CUSTOMER CODE:      

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:                 

DATE:                     

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:                

                 

DELIVER TO: 

Three easy ways to order:

 Enter your store details below.

 Select titles and quantities required.

  Return to Customer Services via email:  
orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,  
or return to your Territory Manager.

For any queries please contact  
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.

2

3

1

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to 
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this 
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early  
as our school customers.

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:

KEY ACCOUNTS MANAGER,  
AUCKLAND

Michael Burnett
09 968 9802
029 968 9802

TERRITORY MANAGERS

North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834

South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

 

Christchurch and Upper South Island 
(Ashburton North):
Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898

Lower South Island and Otago:
Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899

OR CONTACT OUR  
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:

Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz
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Watch for an exciting selection of movie tie-in titles
coming next month!

In cinemas 24 March 2016

BATMAN V SUPERMAN:  DAWN OF JUSTICE and all related characters 
and elements © & ™ DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. 

WB SHIELD:  TM & © WBEI. (s15)


